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ArChimera // The Island of Entropic Flux is a magical realist cartographic configuration of Manhattan, a speculative alteration anchored in the 
city’s contemporary realities and challenges. Manhattan’s spatial morphology has constantly been bended into new existences, be it through 
the swampy Mannahatta embedded in protruding rocks, the archaeological New Amsterdam revealed in the excavated 17th century remains 
of a Dutch ship, or the Delirious New York (Rem Koolhaas) manifested in the extravaganza of tabula rasa and technology. Increasing ecological 
stress augmented by climate change offer glimpses of peak conditions in planetary systems, encouraging us to reappraise the island as a geo-
logical entity – a landscape made of distinct materialities spreading across scale in space and time, and subjected to deep time processes such 
as erosion or sedimentation.   Through the creation of speculative cartographies, ArChimera constructs a speculative landscape of Manhattan. 
Taking the form of an archipelago of islands, the project explores Jean-Francois Lyotard’s meaning of a scapeland – a territory of estrangement. 
The proposal experiments with landscape formations provocatively conceived as gardens, akin to Gilles Clément’s mental territories of hope. 
The Island of Entropic Flux is one of these speculative islands: a spectral manifestation of Manhattan’s Meatpacking District, functioning as a 
landscape-clock measuring Deep Time. Within a speculative reality, the island is shrinking and weathering; a territory where erosion’s dynamic 
qualities are foregrounded. This speculation derives from a synthesis of past and future moments into the present. 
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